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when you upgrade to cadence spb/orcad 10.5, all of your old files, their settings, version numbers,
library settings, and project settings are preserved. you can use the projects panel to open your
existing projects. cadence project port is designed to be an effective, space-saving solution to

interface between cad systems and autocad lt . it is a universal automation solution that is a plugin
for autocad lt, autocad, inventor lt, microstation lt, solidworks lt, and visula lt. orcad capture: orcad
capture lets you do it all: capture netlists with orcad pcb, orcad scp, and orcad drc. fast edit in two
steps: instant open source: in collaboration with the open source community, cadence has brought

orcad capture to the open source world with the latest development cycle. orcad pcb: the fully
integrated pcb designer gives you the easiest way to build your pcbs. orcad pcb includes the latest

from cadence's recent acquisition of borland. orcad capture: orcad capture is currently in
development for release in 2017. orcad capture and orcad pcb are your integrated pcb design tools.
orcad capture is specifically designed to capture netlists from one or more devices and then optimize
those netlists for the pcb design flow. orcad pcb designer: orcad pcb designer is the pcb design tool

built for quick, easy design creation of the most challenging design problems. orcad drc: by
combining cadence's best digital design review and analysis tools, orcad drc gives you the best
review, analysis, and optimization suite available today. orcad drc works with all of cadence's

capture and simulation tools so you get the full picture of your design.
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